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Associated Project: Yes 
Associated Part Family: PSoC4, PSoC5LP 

Software version: PSoC® Creator™ 4.0 SP1 
Related application Notes: QuadDec_SW datasheet 

 
This application note illustrates several projects utilizing custom quadrature decoder component, 
QuadDec_SW, in various modes of operation. Few practical examples, including interactive LCD menu 
and tunable frequency generator, are provided alongside this note. 

 

  

Projects described in this AN: 

1. Decoder operating in interrupt mode. 
2. Decoder operating in polling mode. 
3. Multiple encoders demo. 
4. Multiple encoders demo (external interrupt). 
5. Chart LCD menu demo. 
6. Nextion HMI demo. 
7. DDS32 tunable frequency generator. 
8. DDS24 tunable frequency and phase generator. 
 

Introduction 

The QuadDec_SW component
(*)

 is a quadrature decoder 
and allows for easy interfacing rotary shaft encoders to 
PSoC projects. Presented below are some application 
ideas utilizing the component. Accompanying projects are 
provided alongside the Application Note. 

The Decoder does not consume any UDB resources, 
performing all operations by CPU, and can be particularly 
useful for projects with limited UDB resources, such as 
PSoC4. The component can serve as a substitute for 
Cypress stock Quadrature Decoder when high-speed 
performance is not required, such as with manually 
operated rotary shaft encoders.  

                                                           
*
 Hereafter referenced as a “Decoder” 

The component was developed for educational and 
experimenting purposes as part of the PSoC Community 
Components library. 

Standard feature of the Decoder component include 
ability to operate in 8-, 16-, 32-bit integer range.  
Advanced features add single and double encoder ranges, 
increment step size and bounds limits. This allows for 
direct output to other components (such as frequency 
generator) without re-scaling or trimming the encoder 
position.  

Component’s ability to detect button pressed event, 
allows for complex interactive HMI applications, such as 
menu browsing and parameters editing.  

Multiple instances of the component can be added to the 
project interfacing several encoders.     

Examples were developed using CY8CKIT-059 PSoC5LP 
Prototyping Kit, and tested using FreeSoC board having 
CY8C5868AXI-LP035 chip and CY8CKIT-042 PSoC4200 
Pioneer board. Basic projects are available in separate 
PSoC5 and PSoC4 versions.  
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Figure 1. Decoder operating in interrupt mode. 

Interrupt mode  

Associated project: encoder_isr_ex1 
 
Example of Decoder component operating in the interrupt 
mode. The Decoder component reads encoder output on 
pin state change event using port interrupt and raises flag 
in the main loop if position has changed. Encoder position 
and direction of rotation are being output to the serial 
terminal window using USBUART (Figure 2). Pressing 
button switch resets the encoder position. 

 

Figure 2. Position and direction output.    

 

 

Figure 3. Decoder operating in polling mode. 

Polling mode 

Associated project: encoder_poll_ex1 
 
Example of Decoder component operating in the polling 
mode. The Decoder component checks encoder output at 
1 kHz rate and rises a flag in the main loop if position 
change is detected. Encoder position and direction of 
rotation are sent to the serial terminal window using 
USBUART (Figure 2). Pressing button switch resets 
encoder position.   
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Figure 3. Multi-encoders demo (internal interrupt). 

Multiple encoders 

Associated project: encoder_poll_ex2 
 
Example of multiple Decoders operating in the polling 
mode using internal polling interrupt (default mode). 
Examples of multiple encoders use can be found e.g. in 
XYZ stage position control and audio volume/balance. The 
encoders are sampled at 1 kHz rate using internal 
interrupt, and the flag is raised if position changed. 
Pressing a button switch resets encoder position. 
USBUART is used to output position and direction of 
rotation to the serial terminal. The number of encoders 
connected to the PSoC is limited by the amount of 
available pins and interrupts (in internal mode each 
Decoder consumes an interrupt). Such trade-off for 
simplicity works well when few encoders are used, but 
project may run out of interrupts if large number of 
encoders is needed. It is possible to utilize a single 
interrupt to service all encoders at once, as shown in next 
example.  

 
 

 

 

Figure 4. Multi-encoders demo (external interrupt). 

Multiple encoders (external interrupt) 

Associated project: encoder_poll_ex8 
 
Example of multiple Decoders operating in polling mode 
using single external interrupt. This mode of operation 
saves interrupts and can useful e.g. for PSoC4 where the 
number of available interrupts is limited. All encoders are 
sampled at 4 kHz rate on clock interrupt, and a flag is 
raised if position change has been detected. Notice that 
the clock input on component is hidden in this mode.   
Pressing a button resets encoder position. USBUART is 
used to output position and direction of rotation on the 
serial terminal. When using external interrupt, the 
number of encoders connected to the PSoC is not limited 
by available interrupts, as only one interrupt is necessary 
to poll all encoders. The drawback of this approach is that 
some extra custom code is required, and higher polling 
clock frequency is needed to assure no missing step for all 
encoders. 
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Figure 5. Menu demo using character LCD. 

LCD menu demo 

Associated project: CharLCD_menu_01 
 
Scrollable menu example using 2x16 character LCD and 
single rotary encoder. Cypress stock CharLCD component 
is used to interface LCD to PSoC. The encoder allows 
vertical scrolling of the menu and modifying parameters 
values, which can be of integer, float or enumerated 
range types. Pressing the button enters (exits) edit mode. 

    

 

 

Figure 6. Character LCD scrolling menu demo. 

 

 

Figure 7. Menu demo using Nextion HMI display. 

Nextion HMI demo 

Associated project: Nextion_encoder_02 
 
Menu example using 3.2” Nextion

(*)
 HMI touch-screen 

display and rotary encoder. Full-duplex communication 
between PSoC and display established using serial UART 
interface. Menu selection is done using the touch-screen, 
while field value update is done using rotary encoder. 
Nextion screen is programmed using code provided 
(Nextion_menu_02.HMI). USB-UART interface (through 
the KitProg) allows for monitoring of communication 
between PSoC and display using serial terminal 
(RealTerm).   

 

Figure 8. Nextion touch-screen HMI demo. 

 

                                                           
*
 https://www.itead.cc/display/nextion.html.  

https://www.itead.cc/display/nextion.html
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Figure 9. Tunable 32-bit frequency generator. 

DDS32 signal generator 

Associated project: DDS32_encoder 
 
Tunable frequency generator demo using 32-bit direct 
digital synthesis custom component DDS32. Rotary 
encoder is used to tune output frequency of the DDS 
generator between 10 kHz and 20 kHz. This is achieved by 
setting the Decoder to operate in float range bounded to 

1.0E+4  2.0E+4 interval range.  Pressing encoder button 
switches Decoder frequency increment step between 
100 Hz and 1 Hz. Such approach results in very compact 
program code, performing all necessary calculations 
automatically inside the Decoder component. The DDS32 
allows for very high precision of the output frequency 
(<0.01 Hz), which, in practice, is limited by the stability of 
the system bus clock. This can be greatly improved by 
using external XTAL as a clock source.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 10. Tunable frequency and phase generator. 

DDS24 signal generator 

Associated project: DDS24_encoder 
 
Tunable frequency and phase generator demo using 24-
bit direct digital synthesis custom component DDS24

(*)
. 

Rotary encoder is used to tune output frequency of the 
DDS generator between 100 kHz and 300 kHz. Secondary 
DDS output provides synchronous reference with phase 

shift tunable from 0 to 360. Pressing the button 
switches between frequency and phase. Unlike the 
previous example, the Decoder is set to operate in 
unbounded integer mode, while all necessary calculations 
for frequency and phase are being performed in the main 
code using only direction of rotation. This provides 
somewhat greater flexibility in expense for extra custom 
code.   

 

                                                           
*
 http://www.cypress.com/forum/psoc-community-components/dds24-24-bit-

dds-arbitrary-frequency-generator-component 

http://www.cypress.com/forum/psoc-community-components/dds24-24-bit-dds-arbitrary-frequency-generator-component
http://www.cypress.com/forum/psoc-community-components/dds24-24-bit-dds-arbitrary-frequency-generator-component

